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Long-time lurker, ﬁrst time poster.
Read this thread if you want to wallow in the cope and self-pity of a pathetic subhuman. This is the actual
life story of my sexual development.
My current statistics:
31 years old
Flirtless
Touchless
Hugless
Kissless
Dateless
Sightless*
Virgin
I have literally never touched a human female with romantic intent, nor have I been touched with
romantic intent. (I have physically touched non-family women in the course of everyday life, such as
taking change from a cashier, and I have hugged female family members.)
I have literally never interacted with a human female with the express goal of gaining her romantic
aﬀections, neither in the real world nor online. I can hold a conversation, make people laugh, and even be
thought of as funny and interesting, but I have never in my life actively sought to ﬂirt with any girl or
woman. I ﬁnd the thought of an attractive woman sullying herself by responding to my unwanted
advances acutely embarrassing and repulsive.
* I have never seen a vagina in real-life with my own eyes. I have never seen a pair of exposed breasts in real-life with my own eyes, excepting public
situations like sunbathing (and even never closer than 10 metres). I could visit a strip club, but being “Sightless” is almost a badge of honour at this point.

The Formative Years - A.K.A The seeds are planted

I was a decent tennis player in my youth, the best player in my age-group in the district. At the age of 13,
before I had fully entered puberty and when I was still OK-looking, the most attractive and popular girl at
my local tennis club asked me out. Internally, I freaked. I immediately lied about already having a
girlfriend to avoid saying yes. She was sceptical and kept asking me questions about who she was, what
school she went to and so on, but I keep lying and lying.
I still don’t know fully why I did this at the time, but I think it was my complete shock at the idea that any
girl would be interested in me, combined with the panic of not knowing what to do next (“If I say yes,
what exactly do I do then? Am I supposed to say something? Do I go and stand next to her? Do I sit next
to her? Try and hold her hand or hug her? That seems unbearably awkward. Better to lie and leave
immediately.”) It didn’t even cross my mind to say something like, “I’d love to. Want to meet up for a
game of singles or see a movie or something?”
The sheer panic, disbelief, and nervousness of being addressed in a sexual manner was mind-consuming.
Unconsciously, my ﬁght or ﬂight instincts were screaming for me to RUN. From that point onwards, my
auto-pilot ‘strategy’ for dealing with attractive girls was solidiﬁed: Avoid, ignore, retreat. If you are
engaged in conversation, never stray beyond the topic at hand and certainly never express anything that
could be construed as ﬂirting. I didn’t even understand what I was doing, I was just responding to stress
like any good Beta: by running away.
Over time, this became habit. Even after I became self-aware enough to deconstruct my faulty mindset,
my introverted and beta personality simply wasn’t extroverted or energetic enough to overcome the
status-quo.
------After reaching puberty I developed cystic acne that covered my face, upper chest, shoulders, upper back,
and buttocks. The acne also partially covered my thighs. After consulting with a dermatologist, she
described my case as “particularly severe and extensive.” My parents wanted to try the gentlest
treatments ﬁrst, so by the time I was began a course of Accutane (the most potent treatment), I had
already endured 2-3 years of being a leper at high school. The idea that any girl would be attracted to me
was simply laughable.
The pictures below accurately represent my condition at the time:

My face alone was literally enough to disgust people just by entering their ﬁeld of vision, never mind if
anyone saw with my clothes oﬀ.
------While I did go through puberty (the acne proved that), somehow I retained the physique of a 12 year old
boy. I am rail thin with no masculine shape or muscle mass to speak of (no ‘V’ shape, sunken chest , tight
narrow shoulders, wire-thin legs and arms,). My bodyshape is that of a starving ectomorph. I guess I could
have gone to the gym, but I had zero desire to be seen in public and hated the thought of subjecting
people to the bolognese acne on my back and chest.
This picture is about what my body at the time looked look (my arms might have been a bit skinnier):

------At this point I earn my nickname. Some clever soul observed that I had “chicken legs”, so in the
esteemed tradition of high school, I became known as “Chook”. Later one of the smart and popular kids
remarked that my acne had the “Colour and texture of a chicken’s crest”, so my nickname was further
solidiﬁed. Even I had to marvel at this clever ret-conning of my nickname origin story.
Now it’s 15 years later and I still occasionally repeat the phrase “Colour and texture” over and over in my
head when I want to self-ﬂagellate: I get oﬀ on the waves of shame and humiliation that wash over me
when I remember that moment.
This kid described my face in such a dry and matter-of-fact tone, as if he were a biologist reading from
ﬁeld notes and classifying me in some taxonomy of disgusting creatures. In his eyes I was a subhuman
animal ﬁt only for study and gawking at.

------In my senior year of high school, I was to receive an award at an end of year assembly. I was so ashamed
of my physique that I ended up stuﬃng my shirt with tissues at the shoulder-pads to make my chest look
broader when I was standing on stage.
Yes, I actually fucking stuﬀed my shirt with tissues as if I were some desperate preteen girl trying out her
new training bra.
------I was in a study group for Year 11 and 12 students. The group met twice a week and there were two
“Jacks”: one older Jack (me), and one younger Jack. To diﬀerentiate us, people in the group started calling
me “Big Jack” and him “Little Jack”, which seemed absurd given the incongruity of our appearances, but
the groups were supervised by teachers so everything was kept ‘family friendly.’
However, at some point “Little Jack” and one of the girls in the group started going out, and naturally this
became a topic of discussion. After marvelling at the new couple, one girl in the group said, “From now
on, I think ‘Little Jack’ should be called ‘Big Jack.’”
Everyone laughed. I laughed along with them.
The joke was devastating for three reasons. One, it poked fun at the juxtaposition of our body sizes (my
skinny preteen frame versus his normal male body); two, it made plain that I had been sexually outperformed by a younger male; and three, it was innocuous enough to be plausibly deniable in front of the
adults. It was brilliant. Triply-eﬀective.
I revisit this memory often. I love to revel in the degradation of being forced by social convention to laugh
along with the ‘good-natured’ banter of a tormentor, while your eyes go dry and start to prick and your
stomach is suddenly so empty.
-------

I have a male cousin who is 8 years younger than me. He used to look up to me and say that he wished
he was old enough to go to school with me and be my friend. We would visit his family occasionally and I
always remembered him as this cute little kid, i.e.someone who was completely non-threatening and
devoid of any sexuality whatsoever.
Then I moved away to go to college and didn’t see him for 4 or 5 years. While in college my mother
forwards me a Christmas card from my cousin’s family, and – wouldn’t you know it there was my “cute
little” cousin, except now he’s reached puberty and has a distinctly chaddish appearance. In his photo
he’s leaning against his motocross bike in full kit, he’s broad-chested with a good jaw, and he’s smiling
and covered in mud and grime from a race.
And, of course, leaning against him is his cute, blond JB girlfriend.
There are few things more pathetic than the desperate stomach-churning melancholy of being
metaphorically cuckolded by a kid 8 years your junior – especially one you’ve seen run around in shitﬁlled nappies.
I wonder. Does the boy in that photo still look up to me? Let’s see:
He’s 17. He’s loving life as he parties on the motocross circuit and ploughs JB snatch.
You’re 25. You’re a ﬂirtless, touchless, kissless virgin still living with your parents.
What do you think? LOL.

------I’m sitting in the common room at college between classes when I overhear one of my classmates talking
quietly to a friend from high school.
The friend (a girl) asks my classmate, “Is that Jack Lastname?”

“Yeah,” he responds.
“Oh my god. I can’t believe I used to want to go out with him.”
He sort of quietly scoﬀs and guﬀaws at the same time. “What were you thinking?”
All this time I’ve been concentrating on shuﬄing around in my backpack pretending to look for my phone
or keys, just so I don’t look as if I’m eavesdropping. As I get up to leave I manage to sneak a look in their
direction to see who he was talking to.
Guess what?
It’s the same girl who asked me out at the tennis club. The hot, popular one I turned down because I was
a massive pussy. The diﬀerence now is that she’s just realised how LUCKY she was when I rejected her,
because being a known associate of ‘Chook’ (let alone his ex-girlfriend) would have been an indelible
blight on her social record.
Oh, the relief she must be feeling! Oh, the joy of nudging up the social totem pole by pushing another
downwards! Oh, the calculated pleasure of revealing an ‘embarrassing’ little titbit about yourself that
only further validates your social proof! OF COURSE you can’t believe you used to want to go out with
me! The idea of our two bodies in close proximity is the very deﬁnition of comedic irony! Let’s all laugh
together at this absurd notion! Let’s all bond by tearing down this sub-human!
Despite it all, I don’t begrudge her actions. The ego is a powerful thing. The desire to apply a salve to
one’s self-esteem, or to boost it even further, is irresistible. She did what anyone would do if they had the
chance.
Years later I would recognise this moment as a foundational brick in my journey towards inceldom.
Up until this point I was still clinging to the last bluepilled vestiges of my psyche. I had somehow
managed to convince myself that I wasn’t actually an emasculated disgrace, that I instead suﬀered from
some sort of body-dysmorphia. You know that feeling you get when you look in the mirror and think, “God
I look terrible”, but then you catch yourself and you think, “No, surely not. Everyone is their own harshest
critic. I mean, at the right angle and in the right light, sometimes I even look OK.” You console yourself by
insisting that, “No one actually sees you like this. There’s just no way that other people’s perception of
you is as warped as your own.”
But then you enter that college common room. The curtain is pulled back. You hear the unvarnished
truth. You hear it delivered by someone who had no idea you were listening, had no reason to protect
your feelings or to uphold social niceties, and had no reason to lie. You hear it delivered by a person with
universally-accepted high sexual status.
The truth.
You can’t ignore it.
You fucking idiot. You actually do look like that thing staring you in the mirror. What you see is real. You
actually are so physically blighted and deprived of masculinity that a girl will express genuine relief over
her decision to not date you 4 years ago. That’s right, the idea of being with you is so corrosive that you
can damage her status beyond time and space.

“I can’t believe I used to want to go out with him.”
One sentence that perfectly encapsulates my leper status, dispensed casually and dismissively, like one
would note the weather. Completely soul crushing.
Looking back on it all, I’m actually relieved we never went out, because if we had, we would have both
had to acknowledge my actual existence in that common room. We would have had to say hello to each
other, look into each other’s eyes, make small talk, and pretend that we’re both not overcome by the
cloying stench of my sub-humanity.
No, instead I pretend not to recognise her. I allow her to validate herself to others at my expense – after
all, what else am I good for? In my most pathetic moments, I think to myself, ‘That is what it feels like to
give pleasure to a woman. Your existence in the world caused a ﬂeeting moment of pleasure, however
twisted and obfuscated, in an attractive woman. You stud!’

Cliﬀsnotes of My University Dorm Experience - A.K.A Welcome to hell
Live on campus in a co-ed dorm. Arrive two days late into the week-long orientation period, only to ﬁnd
that everyone has already formed their social groups. Not only that, almost everyone you meet on
campus is more attractive than you, so no established group allows you to join them for fear of lowering
their status. You become an eﬀective outcast almost immediately.
------All bathrooms on campus are co-ed. This means you are forever making hot girls uncomfortable with your

subhuman appearance and ‘creepy loner’ reputation (even though the latter was essentially forced on
you), and you are constantly amoged by Chads walking around with just their towels on. You try washing
your hands at a sink while standing next to a Chad – you both look in the mirror and the juxtaposition of
his slayer physique with your acne-ridden stick ﬁgure is just mind-blowing. It’s hard to believe you’re the
same age and species.

------You start shaving in the shower instead of at the sink because standing next to Chads is too
emasculating. Moreover, the thought of a hot girl walking in and seeing your shirtless upper-body doubles
your heart rate and makes you sweat. You do the best you can shaving in the shower, but you miss small
spots here and there and your face and neck gets a little patchy, but what the fuck does it even matter,
there’s no polishing a turd. After a few weeks of this you just give up and grow a neckbeard.

------You take a risk and visit the college nightclub a couple of times. On one occasion you happen to be in

close proximity to a drunk, sub-5 land-whale. For some inexplicable reason she turns and looks at you and
begins to dance half-heartedly. In the spirit of social reciprocation you attempt to dance along, and
although you have never danced before and you are painfully mechanical and awkward, for the ﬁrst time
in your life you realise that you are actually engaged in something akin to a male-female mating-ritual.
Immediately your small penis becomes fully erect and your face and neck undergo vasocongestion (sex
ﬂush). You are simultaneously overcome with acute embarrassment at your body’s complete and total
sexual capitulation, and with a powerful sense of self-awareness regarding the absurdity of the situation.
You innately understand that, given sound body and mind, there is simply no way this girl would normally
interact with you. You stop ‘dancing’ and leave immediately. The entire process from her turning around
and you leaving takes no more than 45 seconds.
The next day you are eating lunch in the dining room alone when two of the land-whale’s friends
approach you. The two friends tell you that land-whale is *not* interested in you and was only dancing
with you because she was drunk. They repeatedly insist that you should “not read anything into it.” You
reply in monotone, “I know”.
In other words, the sub-5 land-whale’s social group is convinced that you are a creep and a degenerate,
the kind of low-life who would interpret any form of interaction as an invitation to begin a stalking
campaign. Their assumption ﬁlls you with a burning rage and your eyes begin to ﬁll with angry tears. Who
the FUCK do you CUNTS think you are? It was YOU who WALKED AWAY, not her. YOU were the one
preserved her reputation by leaving, not her. YOU did HER a favor. And yet! AND YET! now they can’t
even grant you the common courtesy of being IGNORED. They have to strip you of any DIGNITY you may
have had left; they have come up to you in public, rub it in your face; they have to make sure that you
KNOW they think you’re disgusting.
------For reasons you can only attribute to masochism, you try the nightclub a few more times. While playing a
game of 8-Ball, two hot exchange students approach you and invite you to join them. You look over at
their group and see that they are all 6’s and 7’s. You immediately recognize the incongruity of the
situation (a skinny acne-cel manlet with a group of girls like that?) and come to the conclusion that you
are being pranked. You say “No thanks”, intentionally lose your game of 8-Ball to get it over with, and
leave the club to avoid more attempted public humiliations.

-------

Eventually you stop waking at normal hours. You are only active at night and early morning so you can
use the bathroom and shower without been seen by hot girls and Chads. If anyone enters the bathroom
while you’re in there (god-forbid), you stand perfectly still and pretend as if you’re not there (my record is
25 minutes sitting on a toilet in dead silence). If you’re in the shower and the water is running, you
extend the length of your showers until you’re absolutely positive the person has left.
------Eventually you stop going to breakfast, lunch and dinner at the dining hall. You can’t stand to be seen by
the happy and attractive people around you. You become fully nocturnal to minimise contact with other
human beings.
------Eventually you can hardly bear the thought of being seen by anyone on campus. You feel like a creep, a
blight, a boil on the skin of the attractive sex-having society that is slowly choking you to death. You are a
vampire and other human beings are garlic. You stop going to class. You stop going to the dining hall. You
hold in your shits and piss in empty soda bottles so you don’t have to leave your room. You only come out
at night to leave campus and get takeaway. You aimlessly drive the streets because you have nothing
better to do. You fail your classes due to lack of attendance. You drop out of college. You return to live
with your parents.
------When your Dad comes to help you move out of college, he notices that one of your dorm neighbours (a
female), oﬀers to help move boxes. Your Dad, ever the optimist, assumes that she is either your girlfriend
or someone you hooked up with, because why else would she help you? Your Dad is visibly happy that
you have ‘made it’ with the opposite sex – a clear case of motivated reasoning and willful. Despite this,
you make no eﬀort to correct him. You allow your Dad to feel the pride of having a ‘stud’ son.
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Cliﬀsnotes of My Living at Home Experience - A.K.A Yes, this is your life LOL
You begin to feel sorry for the woman you ﬁnd attractive. You feel disgusted on the woman’s behalf that
such a pitiful subhuman would even dare to THINK about them in a sexual manner. You creepshame
yourself. The thought of a woman being subjected to your romantic advances and attention is revolting
to you, and you vow to never put a woman in a situation where she becomes aware of you as a sexual
being.
------The presence of women begins to gnaw at your psyche, so you structure your life to make as little
physical contact with women as possible. You intentionally work the afternoon shift at your place of
employment. You are only active at night and in the early morning to minimize contact with other human
beings. You only shop where there are self-service checkouts to avoid making eye contact with women
wherever possible. In public, you develop techniques that stiﬂe your innate reﬂex to make eye contact
with other people (you always look straight ahead and keep your gaze above their heads). You stop going
to your favorite local takeaway shop because they hire a literal 9+ JB teen as a cashier, and it’s physically
too painful for you, a subhuman, to be in the presence of such genetic perfection.
------Whenever you are forced to run errands during the day, you inevitably catch the eye of a cute girl, and
immediately you are reminded again and again and again that no matter how much porn you watch, no
matter how beautiful the porn starlets are, no matter how hardcore and disgusting and depraved the sex
acts these beautiful girls engage in, NONE OF IT HOLDS A CANDLE to seeing even an average-looking girl
in real life with your own eyes.
Despite the protective shell you’ve constructed for yourself, despite the emotions you constantly
suppress and deny, despite your rationalizations that you’re somehow better than ‘them’ (more rational!
more stoic! more enlightened! more red-pilled!), you just KNOW that when you see that pretty face in the
street, nothing – I repeat, NOTHING – in this world can substitute for romantic touch with a ﬂesh and
blood woman. And you will NEVER have it.
------You ﬁnd out that people at your blue-collar job think that you’re gay because you don’t horse around and
banter about women, nor do you brag about your sexual prowess. Luckily there is no stigmatization or
discrimination as a result, so you make no eﬀort to correct them about your orientation. The way you see
it, if you’re thought of as gay, this prevents your woman co-workers from thinking you’re a disgusting
creep when you interact with them.

------You begin to include cuckold and sissy porn in your porn consumption habits because sometimes you just
want to make yourself feel like shit. You get oﬀ by watching super hot chicks being ploughed by Chads
and huge niggers, while the girl insults the sniveling white cuck sitting on the sidelines. You get tingles
down your spine when the woman insults the cuckold and calls him a “pathetic bitch” and a “faggot” and
and so on. Small penis humiliation is also a big turn on.
The excitement comes from two things: First, you do enjoy the sadistic thrill of seeing someone other
than you being emasculated for once; Second, and more powerfully, you ALSO actually imagine that YOU
are the pathetic subhuman in the scene, and you revel in the waves and waves of humiliation and
embarrassing memories that wash over you as a result. You LOVE the masochism. You’re like one of those
woman rape victims who are so damaged that now they can only get oﬀ when they’re abused and spat
on.

Omitted: a still from actual cuckold porn
------You begin to visit red-pill forums. You get oﬀ by reading the pathetic sob stories of other incel losers like
you, because the only real emotion you can feel these days is humiliation. It doesn’t matter if it’s your
own humiliation or vicarious humiliation –you’ll take whatever you can get and just fucking DROWN
yourself in it.
------You begin to think that you have moved beyond the label of ‘incel’, because the term implies that you
have been deprived of sex against your wishes. That may have been true a long time ago, but now you

don't even want to have sex anymore, as the thought of any woman degrading themselves to be with
your disgusting husk makes your skin crawl.
You are now essentially celibate .
Even though celibracy was once forced upon you, it is now your active choice to not debase females with
your sub-humanity, not even a prostitute.

Enjoy, maybe you're not as big a loser as me.
The end.
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Sad anon said:
Did you ever run any legit cope game though? Ever really lift weights or get into PUA or any of that bullshit?
I imagine you can't even considering what you've gone through, and the mental eﬀects thereof

No, I just withdrew from life. No PUA, no weights, I just dropped out of Uni and moved back home.
I am introverted by nature, so it was easy to just withdraw and be alone.

LMSghost said:
laydownandrot said:
Fake story but nice write up. ER was better though

Yes it's totally fake. Too obvious. Still was a decent read

I know some of you will never believe this, but I'm for real.
I can see why you would think it's fake. Some guy turns up out of the blue and posts a wall of text,
complete with forum-appropriate lingo, etc. That's too good to be true.
All I can say is that I've been reading SH for a long time now, so I'm familiar with the scene. I actually
tried to make a post on SH before I came here, not even my own thread, just a reply to some guy, but
they were never approved for moderation. All I received was a PM from an admin saying "Chimp Chump
Nigga", lol.

In any case, I've had a text ﬁle on my computer with all my shitty memories for a long time, and in the
last week I ﬁnally typed it up into a thread. I did it for the attention I'll admit, but it's also because you
guys are the community that is most like me.
I'm legit.
I could take a photo of my back scarring or the pimples on my ass I guess?
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Sorry NewUser, I'll never post a face shot.
---Fuck it, here they are. Enjoy looking at my gross body. You can see the scarring all over my back and ass,
and the new breakouts. Bad diet doesn't help, but it's been like this since puberty.
The Accutane removed the severe cystic stuﬀ, but the scarring is permanent. It has faded over the last
15 years, but it's there and it's still gross.

Omitted: Several images of his pale, acne-ridden buttocks
You should all be aware in the last 2-3 years since I've moved out, I've been eating a lot of takeaway. I am
now skinny-fat, but I was, and still am, a frame-cel.
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.crawﬁsh said:
So what about your parents? Are they asking about your sexual life? Why you have no gf? And that they
want grandchildren? Or you have siblings so they gave up on you?

My Mum and Dad essentially know the kind of life I lead.
I don't talk to my mother much, but I occasionally have very in-depth discussions my Dad about
philosophy and life. In our discussions of the human condition I often deconstruct my own failure as a
human being, i.e. pinpointing the exact moment of my inceldom. I talk to him about the point at which I
became intellectually self-aware, and how I suddenly realised that physically I was left wanting. I talk to
him about how it's critical for people to have positive experiences at that crucial time of formative sexual
development, and how having none, I doomed to be a social cripple.

He knows I'm a virgin, he knows I have severe self-esteem and body issues, he knows that it's highly
likely I will ever sire grandchildren or even have a relationship for that matter. No doubt he communicates
this to my Mother, so she must have some idea about the severity of my situation.
I also lived with my parents for a very long time (ages 19-29), so they could easily see the kind of life I
led. Get up go to work, come home, sit in my room to read and play video games. I never talked to
anyone, never had anyone over, never went out on weekends, no girlfriends obviously. So they would
know something was up, even if i didn't talk to my Dad.

crawﬁsh said:
Also judging from your post your work life is ok except for the gay part(but that's blessing in disguise for
you)? It's not like they are making your life hell right?

Regarding work, I dropped out of Uni and never ﬁnished my degrees (Engineering, Science/Philosophy),
so I have no formal qualiﬁcations beyond high-school. That limits my employability. Currently I work in
what was initially a minimum wage, blue-collar job. The pay scale is the equivalent of fast food. I've been
doing it for 10+ years now so over time I rose in rank, despite not doing anything special, I guess
because I wasn't a totally incompetent idiot. Now I'm a supervisor for the afternoon shift, so the pay is not
horrible . It's enough to pay rent and bills, buy books etc.
As stated above, I also lived with my parents for a long time, and luckily they didn't charge much rent. I
was able to to save most of my pay, which added up to a nice little nestegg before I

crawﬁsh said:
And that cuck shit dude

LMAO.
Dude, have you ever wallowed in self-pity? Have you ever just sat home and felt sorry for yourself? Didn't
it feel gooood to torture yourself, if only for a time? Masochism is real.
I watch cuckold porn when I want to torture myself, when I want to punish this fucking vessel I'm
trapped in. I think to myself, 'Body, how dare you develop in such a disgusting way. You'll never attract
anyone looking like that. You're good for nothing, you're certainly useless for sex.'
And by doing this I make my body feel a wash of humiliation and sadness chemicals. I both experience
and observe the eﬀects of these chemicals, like if I am both the Scientist and Lab Rat simultaneously. It's
very trippy and cathartic.
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LMSghost said:
Exceptional post
I read it all and LOL'd a few times
Where are you from?

Australia.

AMOG said:
Hey man, if it makes you feel any better I think you are a pretty good writer. I am a bookcel and I can't tell
you how many writers I've read that have worse writing ability.
Maybe you could write a book on being a Wizard (over-30 virgin)? I know a Wizard in real life and he is one
of my favorite people to talk to because there is not a subject that he doesn't have considerable depth &
scope discussing (obvs. not anything Chad-related but it is still fun to talk to someone where you
occasionally get blown...your mind blown that is.)

Lmao, "bookcel", I like it.
Thanks for the compliment regarding my writing. My entire non-work day is spent reading books,
magazines, and of course the Internet.You read enough I guess you eventually absorb some writing
ability.I am too introverted and ashamed of myself to ever really be in public for too long, so my only way
to access the 'human condition' is to read about it. I love ﬁction and non-ﬁction, but most of what I read is
non-ﬁction. Philosophy, history, science, social science, and biographies are my favourite topics.
You guys will LOVE this, but I also actively read and support feminist ideology. I own a lot of feminist
books and texts. It aligns with my liberal politics and I enjoy the intellectual stimulation, but in my heart I

know it's a rationalisation. It's a straight fucking C O P E.
What I mean is, in a way we have all been destroyed by the Patriarchy, because we are not Alpha Males.
We are inferior men. You can bet your life if I had been born with Alpha Male genes I would have greedily
snatched up and fucked everything I could. I would have been a chauvinist pig extraordinaire. But as a
pathetic manlets we are actively rejected by that hierarchical system, so we try to rationalise our failures.
One rationalising strategy for us to declare that the Patriarchy is BAD and EVIL and must be destroyed.
We embrace Feminism so we can deconstruct the Patriarchy.
In other words, if I can't dominate women as an Alpha, I guess I'll try and level the playing ﬁeld. If I can't
beneﬁt from the Patriarchy (and I would if I could!), then no one can.
As I said, I do enjoy the intellectual arguments of social justice, but at one point I was running LEGIT
feminism-cel game, thinking somehow that this my angle, my 'in'. Just LOL.

Assorted
Patheticism
Better Never To Have Been
Mar 22, 2016
I was talking to a woman colleague at work today. The circumstances of our professional conversation
meant that we were talking for a good solid 30-40 minutes uninterrupted.
I rarely ever talk to women for that long, and certainly never in my personal life, so the duration meant
that I was just struck by the colour of her skin and eyes and hair, and the way she smiled and laughed. It
was wonderful to be able to 'drink in' her femininity.
So what do I do?
After work I spend the next three and half hours manually searching through multiple dating websites
by age and location, just on the oﬀ chance that I might ﬁnd some photos of her. That's a lot of time to
spend ﬁnding something that probably doesn't even exist.
I did manage to ﬁnd her Facebook proﬁle, but she doesn't have any pictures on her page, and I don't
have a Facebook account anyway, not that I would ever dare to friend request a female work colleague.
All told, I don't even want the photos to jack oﬀ to, or for some other nefarious autistic reason. I just want
to be able to see her in a non-professional setting living and enjoying life and looking beautiful, so I can
fuel some nebulous fantasy about what 'might have been' in another life.
Just LOL at this existence.

Better Never To Have Been
Dec 16, 2015
Fanﬁction - A New Frontier for the Advanced LDAR Practitioner

How Fantasy Can Improve Your Quality of Life

NOTE: This theory only applies if you possess the following traits:

•
•

You are a legit incel
You have made the decision to Lay Down And Rot (LDAR).

(If you have not given up yet, this theory does not apply.)

If you're anything like me, you have reconciled yourself to the Lay Down And Rot lifestyle. For whatever
reason, be it depression, body dysmorphia, lack of self-esteem, physical and mental inertia, or sheer
laziness, you have decided that you are incapable of romantic interaction in the physical world with a
living woman.
However, it's likely that you still experience romantic yearnings from time to time. Much like a dog, these
feelings need to be exercised regularly, otherwise you go stir-crazy.
For me, one of the most eﬀective means of taking my romantic side 'for a walk' is to engage in wholesale
vicarious fantasy . This means soaking up the romantic interaction between ﬁctional characters wherever
I can get it: Books, magazines, movies, television etc. By reading or watching two characters interact
romantically, I can experience their emotions and feelings as if they were my own, including romantic
aﬀection. If you have ever watched a sad scene in a movie and had tears in your eyes, you are capable
of this kind of empathetic and sympathetic emotion. (If you've never had watery eyes in a movie, sorry, I

guess you're a psychopath).
This vicarious romantic aﬀection has allowed me to cope with my LDAR life for some time, and I simply
enjoy these moments as they work their way into my media consumption habits. For example, if I see two
characters kiss in a movie, I'll take it; if I read a book that happens to have a love sub-plot, I'll take that; if
I watch a television show featuring long-running romantic story arcs, I'll use it; and if I read a particularly
passionate passage in a poem or magazine, I'll take that too.
However, I have recently discovered a weapons-grade source of vicarious romantic aﬀection:
FANFICTION .
Yes, those obsessive, rambling screeds spewed out by demented fangirls are an absolute goldmine for
all the pent-up sexual energy and romantic yearnings you have ever felt. Indeed, every nuance of
romantic interaction is presented and dissected and obsessed over for you to enjoy.
Why is fanﬁction such a good source of vicarious emotion? Consider the facts:

1. The vast majority of fanﬁction authors are women. Generally speaking, woman love obsessing over
romance and feelings, and their made-up stories reﬂect this.
2. Almost all fanﬁction is created from a deep longing within the self. The authors are themselves
fantasizing about the kinds of relationships and romances they wish they had, in exactly the same
way that you do. Fanﬁction authors take whatever characters they happen to like and play 'make
believe' with them, by imagining little domestic scenes of romantic aﬀection and everything that
goes along with it: Passion, hurt, lust, betrayal, romantic love.
3. Fanﬁction is deeply adolescent in it's mentality. The majority of authors are young women, say
15-30, and they obsess over mass-market teenage garbage like Harry Potter and Twilight. However,
this kind of demographic and source material means that the feelings and emotions being depicted
by the fanﬁction authors align perfectly with the sexually-stunted psyche of a typical incel .
There are hundreds of thousands of stories depicting awkward romantic overtures between
teenagers, ﬁrst dates, ﬁrst kisses, ﬁrst loves, ﬁrst sexual consummations, ﬁrst ﬁghts and
reconciliations -- every ﬁrst that you can ever have between a man and a woman. In other words, an
incel can now overdose on all the 'ﬁrsts' he never had.
4. If you choose a popular mass-market license like Harry Potter, there are over 730,000 stories to
choose from. Trust me, there are some very well-written stories out there that will scratch that
romantic itch like no other.

So, what is my poison of choice?
Harry Potter fanﬁcs!
Speciﬁcally, I am currently reading Ron and Hermione fanﬁcs, in the same manner as a junkie would
inject heroin.
Consider what this particular relationship encompasses: Awkward initial romantic overtures, teenage
angst, young love ﬁlled with lots of 'ﬁrsts', a 'coming of age' archetypal structure, and relationship ﬁlled

with tension and reconciliation.
Why, that's everything a growing incel manchild needs!
Trust me, if you can temporarily forget your problems as you read about Ron and
Herminone's ﬁrst kiss, if only for a s plit-second , then you can make the slow march of your
LDAR death more bearable.
--So, go do the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Go to https://www.fanﬁction.net/
Browse to Books > Harry Potter
Click on "Filters"
Sort by "Favourites"
Set story type to "Romance"
Select "Ron W." and "Hermione G." as the characters
Enjoy your vicarious romantic aﬀection!

In the meantime, here are some images to set the mood as you read your newfound stories:

Better Never To Have Been
Nov 16, 2015
Let's be honest. You have no sexual gravitas. You no physical presence or charisma whatsoever.
How does it feel knowing you will never make a woman:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do a double-take when you enter the room
Feel self-conscious about her looks as she compares her SMV to yours
Become nervous, skittish and hyper-aware around you due to unresolved sexual tension
Feel butterﬂies and sparks as you glance in her direction
Worry about her posture and what she's doing with her arms and hands as you approach her
Worry about impressing you by saying smart and funny things
Become ﬂustered and desperate when she realizes she isn't as interesting as she hoped
Actively chase after you when you disengage
Engineer premeditated social situations where she just happens to 'run into' you over and over.

How does it feel knowing that you have never electriﬁed a woman's senses just by being in the same
room a s her ?

Better Never To Have Been
Nov 20, 2015
I just visited my local Mexican takeaway place to pick up some food.

Everyone waiting in line fell into two categories: (a) male and female couple; or (b) industrial workers
picking up food on the way to or from work. Every table in the restaurant is occupied by either: (a) male
and female couples; or (b) groups of young teenage friends laughing and joking. I was the only person in
the building with no obvious reason to be there alone, and I looked at everyone .
Don't mind me, I'm just that incel subhuman in the corner getting socially-cucked by everyone in the
room.
Fuck this high inhibition, high self-awareness bullshit.

Better Never To Have Been
Dec 30, 2015
I posit that the majority of people who visit this site are not genuinely looking to get better or improve
themselves.
No doubt some people are here to looksmax and to make positive changes, but most are simply incels or
near-incels who just want to whine and complain about how shitty everything is and do nothing about it .
Such incels visit forums such as this one for two reasons:

1. To read echo-chamber threads that simply conﬁrm their preexisting beliefs about why the world has
fucked them over.
2. To post threads about the latest slight or indignity they have suﬀered as an incel and receive
validation from those who already agree with them.
Number 1 is pure intellectual comfort food. You surround yourself with people of similar views so as not to

challenge yourself. You read the threads and replies that conform to your preexisting beliefs and
philosophy, and you actively ignore, forget, or dismiss information to the contrary. You allow your
unconscious mind to actively cultivate a warped perception, and you like it. You've made yourself into a
zombie. It's classic conﬁrmation bias, a cardinal sin of intellectual rigor, but an incredibly seductive trap
that all human beings fall into.
Furthermore, you then take this worldview (the one reinforced by the conﬁrmation bias echo-chamber)
and use it as a salve for the ego, i.e. "The game is rigged, the world did this to me, but at least I know
what's truly going on behind the corrupt social curtain , unlike most of the sheeple ."
Number 2 is where the masochism comes in. Admit it -- it makes you feel better to tell that sob story
about how that chad humiliated you, or about how that girl rejected you. The situations are painful and
humiliating, but you recount your story anyway. Why? Because when you hit that post button the replies
come rolling in. Whether or not the forum posters react positively or negatively to your story is irrelevant
-- just having someone pay attention to you even for a few seconds is all that matters. It's all the
validation you require.
You're an incel, your life is genuinely emotionally painful for you, but when you post about it on this
forum, you're like a sick patient being tended to by doctors and nurses. It's painful and uncomfortable
and frustrating to be sick, yes, but it's also nice to be cared for isn't it? And when you've never really
been cared for in the ways that matter most to you, you'll take all the physical and emotional comfort you
can get, won't you?
You're a junkie for it.
The worse your pain gets the better you feel, because you know you'll get more attention . When you
see a pretty girl turn away from you in disgust, you're still humiliated, but you also simultaneously think, "
Great, now I have another story to tell to the forum! " You're a masochist , because you take your pain
and suﬀering and use it to get sympathy and understanding, which brings you pleasure.

By the way, I include myself in this majority. After all, when you suﬀer from a lack of physical and sexual
validation in your life, you just have to take whatever scraps and dregs of attention you can scrounge up,
don't you?
So come on buddy-boys, post those threads, reinforce your conﬁrmation bias, keep telling those woe is
me stories, whine about that chad and how life is so unfair, and most importantly, KEEP PRESSING
THAT DOPAMINE BUTTON like the Skinner Box experiment you are.
I admit it, so give me what I want:
Notice me. Give me your replies.

ADMIT I WANT IT.

Give me your attention. GIVE ME YOUR VALIDATION.

I

Now it's YOUR turn:
Break the fourth wall for once in your life, Buddy-Boyo, and just ADMIT
what you're REALLY doing here...

Say it proudly: I'm a self-pitying masochistic incel, and I will
use whatever sob story I possess just to get a few clicks on
the fucking Internet.
ADMIT IT.

